Dear all,

ServiceRocket is a US-based IT services company with offices in Palo Alto, Boston, Sydney, Kuala Lumpur and Santiago. We help fast growing software companies (FGSC) bring their products faster and better into the market by assisting them to sell their products, implement the solutions, train and support their customers. Companies like Atlassian, Puppet Labs and Docker rely on our strategic, technical and service teams to support their customers.

During the Bootcamp, the students will have different exposure.

- Opportunity to learn latest technology (Atlassian, Puppet, Docker etc)
- Have an excellent and knowledgeable Trainer to provide training (soft skills and technical skills) to assist in a growing market opportunity and career progression path
- We run them through a gamut of cloud applications
- Fantastic and fun environment and excellent working culture
- They are constantly exposed to the latest technology which means what they know is years ahead of their peers elsewhere

To get More Understanding on our Boot Campers. Try to visit our BLOG!!!

Don’t miss out the opportunity to join the exciting Boot Campers on SEPTEMBER!!!

The way of students send their resume as below:

1. Send via the email:
   careers@servicerocket.com / penny.tan@servicerocket.com
2. Send via our internal link: http://jobvite.com/m?3yqSwhw8

Should you need further information, please let me know. Thank you.

Regards.

Bee Ling, Lim
Internship, Recruiter
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia | +603-20919029